Split liver technique with middle hepatic vein reconstruction on livers from transplant hepatectomies: a useful tool for surgical improvement.
Livers removed during transplant hepatectomies could represent a useful anatomic ex vivo resource for surgical training, since they are intact and not altered by post-mortem changes yet. The aim of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of such kind of surgical training applied on some hepatic surgery techniques. In the present paper, we focused on split liver operation and middle hepatic vein (MHV) bipartition/reconstruction, since these procedures have a quite long learning curve. Seven native livers were submitted to split liver procedure by a senior resident assisted by a fully trained hepatic surgeon. Pre-splitting ultrasound mapping was compared to pre-operative CT scan. The whole graft was divided into two hemi-livers and the MHV into two hemi-confluents and reconstructed by venous or arterial patches obtained by deceased donor iliac homograft. Water tightness of the anastomosis was confirmed by hydro-pneumatic test and bench portal perfusion. Reduction in operating time was considered an indirect indicator of surgical skill improvement. In all cases, the US confirmed the anatomical distribution of MHV tributaries observed by pre-transplant CT scan. The "ex situ" splitting procedures and MHV bipartition and reconstruction were performed in all native livers in the usual time required for liver transplantation bench surgery (range 50-75 min). Liver grafts removed during hepatectomy could represent a useful resource of intact organs to perform surgical training and boost surgical confidence. In our initial experience, the study of venous drainage of the MHV and application of liver splitting technique and MHV reconstruction resulted technically feasible.